2016). Experimentation and numerical modeling of cyclic voltammetry for electrochemical micro-sized sensors under the influence of electrolyte flow.
exchange current density leads to a shift in the peak current of the recorded CV.
Finally, the results also demonstrate that the working electrode at the center of the fluidic cell records accurate measurement than placing the electrode at the bottom of the cell. The numerical results and the experimental data show both qualitative and quantitative good agreement.
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Introduction
The last decade has seen rapid progress in the use of microfabricated sensors in electrochemically charged environments for applications such as food safety, environmental monitoring, medical and health applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
These devices respond to changes in their physical, chemical and biological 5 environments. In electrochemical systems, microfabricated sensors provide information of the chemical properties of a substance and translate them into electrical signals. This is done by coupling the devices with electroanalytical techniques. One of the most powerful analytical techniques employed for such a task is cyclic voltammetry (CV) [7, 8, 9] . 10 Cyclic voltammetry is widely utilized as the main mode of operation for biochemical sensing devices [1, 10, 11, 12, 13] and is also useful for probing electroactive surfaces in electrical energy storage and conversion devices [14, 15, 16] .
Typically CV measurements are carried out in an electrochemical system where electrodes are located in a still electrolyte solution. However, over the years 15 rapid developments in electrochemical based sensing have inspired hydrodynamic voltammetric techniques where electrodes are placed in a fluidic cell [1, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] , and electrolyte solution is pumped in and out of the system. There are several advantages one can derive from such a system. For a well defined flow, the mass transport rate can be controlled quan- 20 titatively by varying the electrolyte flow rates. In addition, the introduction of convection naturally increases the rate of mass transport and this can notably 2 allow one to investigate both heterogeneous and homogeneous processes as well as studying faster reaction kinetics.
The fundamental understanding of the physics involved in cyclic voltamme- 25 try necessitates the development of mathematical models that can relate system parameters such as flow rates and scan rates used in an electrochemical system [28, 29] . However, electrode kinetics is usually non-linear and CV is a transient technique implying that analytical solutions are not always available except in some limiting cases. Hence, numerical simulation is necessary. Furthermore, nu-30 merical solutions along with experimental methods allow for the effective study of parameters that characterize the output of a cyclic voltammetry measurement in more details.
Numerical solutions of the CV was first introduced by Feldberg [30, 31] .
Since then several other authors have numerically studied CV with diffusion 35 as the only mode of mass transfer, see for example [32, 33, 34] . Furthermore, there is an extensive list of authors that have numerically simulated CV curves in a flowing stream, in particular the Compton's group [20, 35, 36, 37, 38] .
These authors among others have employed numerical methods such as the alternating direction implicit method (ADI), strongly implicit procedure (SIP), 40 the backwards implicit method (BI) and the hopscotch algorithm [39, 40, 41] with regular meshes. Recently, the group of Unwin have studied CV recorded in Nanoscale electrodes in a walled carbon channel experimentally [42] . They have also numerially studied systems that are dominated by diffusion [43, 44] using finite element solver which eliminates the problem posed by irregular 45 geometries. In addition, the study in their paper [45] has introduced flow into an electrochemical system for the study of linear sweep voltammetry (LSV).
In this present study, we focus on simulating cyclic voltammetry coupled with electrolyte flow and examine the mechanisms involved in a microelectrochemical system. 50 Motivated by the design and optimization of the electrode to ensure accurate CV measurement and for better characterisation of the response signal in an electrochemical system, we seek a solution method that can handle complex geometry which also allows for high computational flexibility and maintain the stability properties of the method deployed. We do this by simulating CV using a 55 flexible but powerful finite element method (FEM) solver, Comsol Multiphysics [46, 47] under appropriate boundary conditions, electrode configurations in a microfluidic channel with suitable flow conditions. This study focuses on in-depth analysis through simulation of systems parameters and variables involved in a CV measurement. In particular we inves-60 tigate electrodes mounted in a microfluidic cell. We investigate the effect of flow rates, effect of scan rates, varying electrolyte concentration, changing the supporting electrolyte as well as rate constants of the reaction and compare simulations to experimental data recorded for CV measurements under different electrode configurations. We demonstrate that the location of electrodes in 65 an electrochemical system plays a significant role while recording a CV measurement. This information will be utilized to understand the behaviour of an electrochemical system needed in designing micro electrochemical sensors with improved performance. 70 The electrochemical cantilever sensor (ECC) chip presented here was fabricated by standard microfabrication processes [17] . As shown in Figure 1 , the chip has dimension 12 mm × 11.3 mm and it was fabricated on a 375 μm thick Si substrate. Four cantilevers were placed in the middle of the chip, each having the dimensions 100 μm(width) × 550 nm (thickness) × 400 μm(length). 75 Each cantilever was capable of functioning as an independent working electrode (WE). The reference electrode with dimensions 100 μm × 200 μm was placed on the right side of the cantilevers and the counter electrode with dimensions 2700 μm × 400 μm on the left side. All the electrodes were coated using e-beam evaporation with a 2 nm chrome adhesion layer followed by 30 nm of gold. The 80 chips were cleaned before use. They were immersed in a piranha solution for 6 min, and then rinsed thoroughly in MilliQ-water and ethanol [48] . Finally, the 4 chips were blown dry with nitrogen gas and mounted in a microfluidic chamber.
Experimental setup of the electrochemical cantilever sensor
As shown in Figure 1 
Mathematical Modeling
The current response to the applied potential at the electrode surface is proportional to the rate of electron transfer across the electrolyte-electrode in-100 terface. Consider the following electrode reaction
where F e III (CN ) 3− 6 and F e II (CN ) 4− 6 represent the oxidized and reduced species, respectively. When the potential is applied to the electrode, the electrolyte solution loses its equilibrium state due to the reaction at the electrode surface.
The potential difference between the electrode and the adjacent electrolyte so-105 lution triggers the electrode-electron exchange in order for the system to relax to its original equilibrium state. Let N j denote the ionic flux of species j in an electrolyte given by
where C j , D j , z j and u j are the ionic concentration, the diffusion constant, the charge and the mobility of the ionic species j. F , φ and v represent the Faraday's 110 constant, the electrolyte potential and the convective velocity of the solution, respectively [7, 8] . The first term in the right hand side of (2) describes the electromigration driven by the gradient of the electric potential. The second term represents diffusion due to the ionic concentration gradient within the bulk electrolyte while the last term represents convection due to the fluid flow. The current resulting from the motion of all charged species is computed as
and the conservation of mass for species j in the bulk solution is given by
Here, we assume there is no chemical reaction within the bulk. 120 We shall assume that the electrolyte solution is electrically neutral except at a very thin electric double layer close to the electrode. In our analysis, we have neglected the thin double layer and assumed electroneutrality throughout the solution. For an electrically neutral solution, the following holds
From equation (4) and the electroneutrality condition (5), conservation of electric current can be derived
The equation for the electric potential
can easily be derived from equation (6) by using the electronuetrality condition However, the supporting electrolyte enters the expression for κ.
Equations (4) and (7) couple the electric potential and the ionic concentrations of the system. Finally, in order to close the system, we need to determine the velocity field v of the electrolyte. This can be done by solving the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow,
The fluid density is denoted ρ, p is the pressure, μ is the dynamic viscosity and finally s f denotes an external force per unit volume [49, 50] . Finally, equations (4), (7), (8) and (9) must be solved with appropriate boundary conditions. 140
Boundary conditions and computational domain
In order to facilitate the numerical simulation of the micro fluidic cell depicted in Figure 1 , we will restrict our computational domain to cover a volume including the cantilever electrodes and a neighborhood of the electrodes in the electrolyte. At the left boundary of the computational domain we use 145 inflow conditions and at the right boundary we use outflow conditions, chosen as close as possible to the experimental situation. Hereby we substantially reduce the computational task in comparison to simulating the entire microfluidic cell. Specifically, we chose the computational domain in Figure 2 , which is small enough to facilitate the computational task yet sufficiently complex to provide 150 comprehensive insight into the influence of the convective flow, scan rates and concentration of reactants on cyclic voltammetry for the cell shown in Figure 1 .
In what follows, we shall specify the boundary conditions for the computational domain having length L, width W and height H. The computational domain in At the insulating surfaces ∂Ω ins there are no current flow which means that the normal current density i n vanish, that is
In other words, from the conservation of the electric current (7) we can prescribe the Neumann type boundary conditions
However, at the electrode surface the ionic flux for each species j can be modeled by the normal current density determined from electrode kinetics,viz
Here φ app is the applied potential on the electrode surface.
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The electrode kinetics we shall model by the Butler-Volmer relation [7, 8, 51, 52] ,
where k o is the rate constant which relates to the exchange current density, n is the number of electrons transferred, α is the transfer coefficient, R is the gas 
where ν is the scan rate and T = φ max − φ min ν is the half cycle period.
For a cyclic voltammetry curve, one computes the total current response to the applied potential on the surface of the electrode by integrating the current density expressed in (13) at the electrode surface ∂Ω
Finally, the boundary conditions for the Navier-Stokes equations (8) and (9) 
characterized by its maximum velocity v max [53, 54] .
The v 
where W is the width of the fluidic cell and
is the average velocity [55] . At the outlet, we specify a constant pressure value.
Numerical methods and parameters
We solved numerically the mathematical model of the electrochemical microfluidic cell test problem using the commercial software package COMSOL We employed a two step approach in solving the coupled fluid and iontransport problem. First, we find a steady state solution to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The steady state velocity is then substituted into the ion transport problem.
We solved the fluid flow problem by discretizing the computational domain using the linear Lagrange finite elements for the pressure field and quadratic elements for the velocity field. In addition, we have utilized quadratic elements for the ion transport problem [50, 47, 46] .
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In order to assess the accuracy of the solution method, we performed several studies based on systematic refinement of meshes until there are negligible changes in the estimated current-potential curves as documented in Figure 4 are observed. The high number of mesh elements is due to local mesh refinement around the electrode where there are large solution gradients. In order 230 to achieve sufficient accuracy of the results we have used about 34000 elements in all of our computations. For the time integration, we have employed the implicit Euler method. Table 1 shows the parameters used throughout in the simulation. 
Results and Discussion

13
The first insight from the simulation comes from the amount of supporting electrolyte needed to be added to the electrolyte solution in the electrochemical cell when performing a cyclic voltammetry experiment. We show the effect of the added supporting electrolyte to the electrolyte solution in Figure 5a . Note 240 that by adding supporting electrolyte, the parameter κ in equation (7) is increased. For a fully supported electrolyte, there is no electric field affecting the concentration of the ionic species the bulk electrolyte solution. The electric potential is only restricted to the thin electric double layer region [7, 8] . Therefore, the potential term in the flux equation is approximately zero and the migration 245 term in Butler-Volmer equations can be neglected, hence the flux is given by
We investigate the migration effect by systematically increasing the concen- We notice that the current increase linearly with the applied voltage. This is in strong contrast to exponential dependence of the current given by the Butler-Volmer relation in equation (13) . to the reaction at the surface of the electrode, the concentration of the product is depleted and the current soon is controlled by the diffusion of the reactants towards the electrode. On the other hand, as the flow rate increases to about 250 μL/min, the CV curve becomes thinner and the peak current disappears as saturation is quickly reached. This is due to the rapid inflow of the reac-285 tants and quick removal of the products induced by the convection. There is a reduction in diffusion layer thickness for electro active species and hence mass transport is controlled by the convection.
In Figure 7 we Figure 7 fitted well with the previous calculations reported in [20] .
At high flow rates the hysteresis of the voltammograms become less pronounced as opposed to the pure diffusion dominated mass-transport in which a quasi-steady state is obtained. This is because the electro active species are Finally, we considered the extreme cases of flow rates at high scan rate of 250 mV/s. We increased the volumetric flow rate to as high as 10 4 μL/min. The hysteresis of the voltammograms vanishes completely at the highest flow rate.
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This implies that compromise must be made as to what flow rates and scan rates are admissible depending on the object of interest in the voltammetry study.
The effect of scan rates on cyclic voltammetry measurements at a microsized electrode
Depending on the direction of scan, oxidation or reduction, it is expected that 310 at high scan rates one records the highest current response in voltammetry. This is indeed observed in Figure 9a where we sweep the potential from 0.6 V to -0.2 V at different scan rates and at a fixed volumetric flow rate of 250 μL/min. The associated simulation results are depicted in Figure 9b , which demonstrate fair agreement with the experimental measurements but deviates at more negative 315 and more positive potentials. As expected, the current response increases with scan rate. At the scan rate of 250 mV/s, the peak currents are observed in both directions of scan while at 50 mV/s a diminished hysteresis is recorded. The peak at high scan rates recorded at the flow rate of 250 μL/min can be explained since at high scan rates surface kinetics is fast enough for elec-320 tron exchange to occur before fresh electro-active ions are brought onto and the products are washed away from the electrode surface. When the potential is scanned from positive to negative potentials, the reactants lose electrons fast enough leading to the increase in current response. The products then deplete away from the electrode surface. At low scan rates, e.g 50 mV/s, current is 325 controlled mainly by diffusion and convection of the reactant to the electrode surface. However, at high flow rates, convection increases relative to diffusion and fresh reactants are brought to the electrode surface. In addition, because of the slow scan, electrode surface kinetics is not fast enough for the electron exchange to record a peak current and hence the narrow and flattened voltam-330 mograms as shown in Figure 9b . Comparison between the experimental data and the simulation results show a very good agreement, see Figure 9a . Table 1 : Cell dimensions and other parameters used in the simulations.
Parameters Values Definition
Conclusions
We have systematically presented modeling and simulation of cyclic voltammetry in a microfluidic cell coupled with ionic mass transport. We have also 
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